In partnership with

#Created2play

OVERVIEW
Type of session:
Length of session:
Title of session:
Bible passage:
Session Aims:

Secondary School, KS3, Collective worship
10-mins
createdtoplay
Genesis 1:27
To show that Christians believe every human being is of
immense value because we are made in the image of God.

BIBLE BASIS
Genesis 1: 27(NIVUK)
27

So God created mankind in his own image,
in the image of God he created them;
male and female he created them.

YOU WILL NEED
#created2play video
Piece of A4 paper/ paper plate and scissors
PPT with the Quiz + verse on it.
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OUTLINE
Introductory activity:

Footballer transfer value Quiz.
Use the Quiz in the PPT:
Encourage the pupils to try to guess the value of each player, remember it and add it
to the next player.
At the end of the quiz the winner is the pupil who got closest to the correct total score.
You could find this out by playing a mini game where all the pupils start standing up
and you suggest a total figure e.g. £100million and tell the pupils to point their hands
up if they think the total is higher or down if they think it is lower. You then tell the
group that got it wrong to sit down – keep going until you have only a few left and
then ask them all to tell you their total score and the winner is the closest to the correct
answer.
Explain that footballers are highly valued financially because of their value on the pitch.
But many of us can often feel or be made to feel worthless – if we aren’t the ‘star’ of
something where do we get our value from?

Art challenge

Ask the group if they believe you can make a work of art worth £70,000 using only a
pair of scissors and a piece of A4 paper in 30 seconds?
Tell them that you are going to do it and get one of the teachers to set a timer for you
or use a timer you have bought in.
You could also invite up a couple of pupils, or teachers, who could join in the challenge.
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Follow the visual instructions below to make your work of art:

When you have finished ask the assembly if they think your finished work is worth
£70,000.
They will probably say no. If any of them do say it’s worth £70,000 offer to sell it to
them that usually quietens them down but should give everyone a laugh anyway!
Explain that yours is not worth any-where near £70,000 but it is very similar to a work
of art worth up to £70,000. Ask the Pupils if they know why the other one is worth so
much. Hopefully they will answer something like ‘Someone famous made it’.
Show the PowerPoint slide with Picasso’s Masques on it and explain that these have
value because of who made them.
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Our true value:

Show Genesis 1:27 and read it out. Explain that Christians believe that everyone is
valuable because we believe everyone was created by the greatest Artist of all: God.
Not only that the Bible tells us that God made us ‘in his image’. So we are like God’s
selfie! If God made us like us – that means each of us is valuable, creative and unique.
You could explain the difference this has made to me or for them to imagine a world
where everyone really did feel valuable and the negative behaviour that would
therefore stop.

#created2play

Show the Created2play video which can be found through the Scripture Union
webpage www.jumpersforgoalposts.org.uk
Explain that it shows people doing amazing things. Ask kids to reflect on what they
are created for or what they believe makes them valuable and special as they watch
the video.
Close in a prayer thanking God for how valuable we all are
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